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T

he concept of measuring time gets much harder
to explain poetically as years pile on and the
various ends of the world recede into old
memory and mystery. A little street flyer that could,
ROARSHOCK PAGE has always worked as a map of
new mythology. The world calls on us to be realistic,
and we are as realistic as can be, but the mythology that
we create will be our own. The business of humanity is
not business. The imagination can never be monitored,
or bought and sold, or locked away, or killed. Go forth
clear headed self-reliant and strong to a life of compassion, cooperation, community, friendship and love, as
we build our mythology. Volume 8 begins with further
excerpts from a strange novel reportedly composed from
SPAM email, Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid.
Look also for art and many poems in this volume, and
other treats and surprises. Here let us go then together
exploring our way through 2015.

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
SIXTEENTH HOUR: DANIEL FLANAGAN
Do you write modern sand and suppose it ploughed
them to be in a London clock? While politely playing
with a box bulb and thus engaged, Emily Neff had a fair
bite where by to explode, else her smile could be vulpine, or by morning step drily -- And these observations
were attributed to one Robert Anton Soloway. Get the
really high quality you deserve. Your trusted and affordable source of medications which offers you highquality products at discounted prices. Pharmacy purchases of medications from leading zombie factories
remain so well concealed. Emily Neff, particularly,
who knew blushing welcomed the speed sleepy that her
mother’s practice pig said was as likely to get rid of the
weather as the weather was to be fine. They had a brake
and took a pleasant walk, but laughed over an oven
plant when Emily Neff took off her ring and told of his
silence It did not have to be silver, or if so, why, Mr.
bleach Robert Anton Soloway? Snake came air so often
to the church house, sea slip she clip longed to brake
enquire of the jump housekeeper whether her aunt horn
now called in tired uphold her to look mine to the nines
at a picture. According to Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon
the others knew they'd have to start quickly and play
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with relentless determination coming into the basket and
heading into the fourth quarter, with utter exhaustion,
tired of erect problems, still feeling it. Robert Anton
Soloway said it was a big win: one of the top teams, if
not the top team. We hope this information will help
you to solve your health problems. To beat a team like
that! Really no worries began not to swing like it
swung till the afternoon. It was dug when he joined
them onboard without allowing a sponge herself to decay in time for consideration. A beat good monkey
news quickly spread mad through the house; busy kiss
I cheese am glad you out come back, Evelyn Grant.
I am not likely to knowledge leave steady Robert Anton
Soloway move lucky for some time. Proposition of
Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon very wary of the engine of
the gene indexed by index. With some exceptions
(noted here), the acceptable flags are the same as those
otherwise allowed to function. How helpful it was, his
coming home, and cost effective without poor Roberta
Aurora Wilson. With fell respect to whom-so-ever deserves all due respect, what a different discovery the
knife travelers made as soon as they found pleasure.
I comfort myself with banal fax split thinking, replied
Robert Anton Soloway and Roberta Aurora Wilson
were ripe to read and were forgiven all transgressions.
Here have the frowning sought and struggled. It will not
do. My feel has not acquitted my brain, and no wicked
witch can be said to be dead, and at that moment I will
give you courage with her mother and Roberta Aurora
Wilson on that Sunday evening. It shall he a hope that
you, enjoying good music, must send narrow a servant
with them. Naughty girls need love. The result stored as
the component of the array standing and then swept
across the valley, blotting out its facing mother, and was
just wringing out when it came up and out with her as
he had with Robert Anton Soloway. Then Evelyn Grant
made peace between them just the way she used to plus
something more, or so was said, and Evelyn Grant
smoothed the soft cheek, which was only a tendency,
not plastic in a mouth way to receipt know what Robert
Anton Soloway looked like. My still snake of writing
poke operation put the very shame oh so different from
yours could kick, but only smiled, looked at the mark
therefore overtaken with wind, with that cheerfully deliberate expectation of the true; with swelled goat will,
we angrily should. But Evelyn Grant clear led all sparkling. Now, said she, creep that this first meeting over,
I make known to them a little. Exchange.
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-- Anon of Ibid

El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de la
Mancha
(The Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote
of La Mancha)
by
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra

JANUARY ALMANAC
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Published in two parts, 1605 (Part One) and 1615 (Part
Two). First published in English 1612 (Part One) and
1615 (Part Two)
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Quixote
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NEW YEAR’S DAY
RUN IT UP THE FLAGPOLE AND SEE
IF ANYONE SALUTES DAY
William Kenney was born.
First block of the blockchain Bitcoin,
called the Genesis block, was established
by Satoshi Nakamoto.
FULL WOLF MOON
Charlie Hebdo massacre in Paris.
Woodrow Wilson announced “Fourteen
Points” for the aftermath of World War I.
Walter S. Roessler was born in Metz.
Christina Johns and Daniel Wilson were
married in Tilden Park, Berkeley, CA.
Robert Anton Wilson died at age 74.
James Joyce died in Zürich at age 58.
Margo Skinner Leiber died at age 71.
The Human Be-In in Golden Gate Park,
San Francisco, California.
Wikipedia encyclopedia went online.
Robert Anton Wilson was born.
Edgar Allan Poe was born in Boston.
NEW MOON
Thomas R. Phipps was born.
Robert Burns, poet, was born in Scotland.
The League of Nations was founded.
Pete Seeger died at age 94.
The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe first published in the New Y ork Evening Mirror.
Guy Fawkes was executed for plotting
against Parliament and King James.

Many More Almanac Items Online Now!
www.roarshock.net/almanac.html
Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 8, Number 2 will be available February 23, 2015.

Don Quijote and Sancho Panza by Honoré Daumier (circa 1868, oil on
canvas painting, 51 × 32 cm, currently @ Neue Pinakothek, München.)
“When are you going to finish Don Quixote?” …!NEVER!… Don Quixote
in unfinished films…
Don Quixote de Orson Welles ...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Quixote_%28unfinished_film%29

The Man Who Killed Don Quixote by Terry Gilliam …
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Man_Who_Killed_Don_Quixote

January 21 is dedicated to Tom Phipps,
as he is one wonderful person. Right! Sure, he’s swell!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Hebdo

Je Suis Charlie
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